The I-SVD algorithm is a singular value decomposition algorithm consisting of the mdLVs scheme and the dLV twisted factorization. By assigning each piece of computations to each core of a multi-core processor, the I-SVD algorithm is parallelized partly. The basic idea is a use of splitting and deflation in the mdLVs. The splitting divides a bidiagonal matrix into two smaller matrices. The deflation gives one of the singular values, and then the corresponding singular vector becomes computable by the dLV. Numerical experiments are done on a multicore processor, and the algorithm can be about 5 times faster with 8 cores.
Introduction
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is one of the most important matrix operations in numerical linear algebra. It is applied to many fields in engineering such as image processing and data search.
Several algorithms have been developed for SVD. The QR method, Divide and Conquer (DC) and a combination of the bisection and the inverse iteration have been the standard algorithms [1] . However, these algorithms leave something to be improved, for example, in computative cost, relative error of singular values, orthogonality of singular vectors, or memory usage.
Recently a new SVD algorithm called the Integrable SVD (I-SVD) algorithm is designed in [2] [3] [4] [5] . To solve a large scaled SVD problem, the I-SVD should be parallelized. However, it is difficult to parallelize the whole I-SVD algorithm efficiently [6] . This is because the mdLVs scheme [2] is a serial algorithm. In [7, 8] , the double DC algorithm is proposed which is a combination of a simplified DC and the dLV twisted factorization, and then suitable for parallel SVD. A parallelism of the I-SVD algorithm itself is still an important open problem.
These days multi-core processors are widely used. Therefore, a parallelism of the I-SVD algorithm with multi-core processors comes to be hoped.
In this article, a new parallelism of the I-SVD algorithm is established by regarding the I-SVD as a continual job sequences and by assigning each job to each core. Besides, numerical experiments are done in order to evaluate this new parallelism.
Singular value decomposition and the I-SVD algorithm

Singular value decomposition
Singular value decomposition for a square matrix M ∈ R m×m is described as follows:
where U, V ∈ R m×m are orthogonal matrices and Σ ∈ R m×m is a diagonal matrix whose elements are nonnegative. It is known that any arbitrary square matrix admits SVD [9] . SVD itself can be also achieved for m×n rectangular matrices, but in this article we treat the cases of m × m square matrices. The kth diagonal element σ k in descending order of Σ is the kth singular value of M . The kth columns of U and V are the kth left singular vector u k and the kth right singular vector v k , respectively.
mdLVs scheme and the dLV twisted factorization
The mdLVs scheme is one of the efficient algorithms for computing singular values of an upper bidiagonal matrix B = (b i,j ) ∈ R m×m . As the procedure continues, the matrix converges as follows: 
where θ (n) is a non-negative value called shift. Compared to other algorithms, the mdLVs scheme converges faster than QR and bisection, and the resulting singular values have a better relative accuracy than QR and dqds. The fast convergence is due to the shift, but it is the cause of the seriality of the mdLVs scheme.
An arbitrary m×m matrix can be transformed into an upper bidiagonal matrix B by the Householder transformation [9] . This is the preconditioning process. Therefore the mdLVs scheme can be applied to an arbitrary dense matrix M .
The dLV twisted factorization is an algorithm for computing singular vectors of an upper bidiagonal matrix B for given singular values. Compared to other algorithms such as the inverse iteration, the singular vectors can be computed faster without iteration [3] .
Integrable singular value decomposition (I-SVD)
The I-SVD algorithm is accomplished by using the mdLVs scheme and the dLV twisted factorization [4, 5] . First the I-SVD algorithm computes singular values {σ k } of B by the mdLVs scheme. Second it computes the corresponding singular vectors {(u k , v k )} by the dLV twisted factorization (Fig. 1) . It is possible to parallelize the computation of singular vectors because the dLV twisted factorization is parallel executable. However the mdLVs scheme is difficult to parallelize. Thus, the total parallelism is practically limited by the seriality of the mdLVs scheme [6] .
How to parallelize
In this section, we explain how to parallelize the I-SVD algorithm.
3.1 Parallelization of the mdLVs scheme by splitting of matrices During iteration in the mdLVs scheme, a subdiagonal element, say b (n) k,k , may be less than a small positive value ε c ≈ 0. Then this element can be regarded as 0, and the matrix B (n) ∈ R m×m can be separated into two smaller bidiagonal matrices B
, where m 2 = m − m 1 . We call this division a splitting of B (n) . The splitting is illustrated as follows.
The singular values of B
is computable by the mdLVs scheme individually. Therefore, the mdLVs scheme can be partly parallelized by assigning the computations of singular values of B
to each of the cores.
Parallel execution of
In this case the bottom row and the right column is eliminated, and the (m, m) element b In the I-SVD algorithm, when a singular value σ k is computed, computation of the corresponding singular vectors u k , v k can be started, independent of the computation of other singular vectors. Thus, when a deflation occurs, computation of the corresponding singular vectors can be started by an idle core.
Multi-core processor
A multi-core processor is a processor which is composed of several computation cores in one package. Compared to a traditional multi-processor system, a multicore processor has several advantages. For example, its shared cache memory contributes to efficient memory access. Another point is that a multi-core processor consumes less electric power than other multi-processor systems such as PC clusters.
Assigning jobs to each core
In order to parallelize both the mdLVs scheme and the dLV twisted factorization, we regard the SVD process as the following continual job sequences. computed singular value with the twisted factorization.
When a job appears, it is added to the list of unprocessed jobs immediately. An idle core takes out a job from the list and process it. If a core takes out a job (A), the core executes the mdLVs scheme until a splitting occurs. When a splitting occurs, the core makes two jobs of type (A) for each of the divided matrices. When a deflation occurs during the procedure, the core creates a job (B) for the computed singular value. If a core takes out a job (B), the core executes the twisted factorization and computes left and right singular vectors of a singular value. In this way, these jobs are processed parallely and the I-SVD algorithm can be parallelized partly (Fig. 2) . The program is made to execute as follows ( Fig. 3 ):
(1) The main process makes working threads and allocate them to each of the cores, and prepares the list of unprocessed jobs (pre-processing).
(2) The working threads execute jobs (compute the singular values with the mdLVs scheme and the singular vectors with the dLV twisted factorization).
(3) When all the singular values and vectors are computed, the working threads terminate and the main process prepares the result of SVD (postprocessing).
In the pre-processing, the upper limit of the number of working threads which the main process makes is the same as the number of cores which the computer has. The working threads take jobs from the list of unprocessed jobs, execute the jobs autonomically, and exchange the result with other working threads by using shared memory. Therefore, some jobs wait when the number of jobs is greater than that of cores.
Numerical experiments
Tests have been carried out on our computer described in Table 1 . As numerical examples, we consider two types of matrices as in Table 2 . Let us set the stepsize δ (n) ≡ 1 in the mdLVs scheme and the shift θ Table 3 and Fig. 4 show the computation time and relative speed for SVD of B 1 . According to them, the computation time for B 1 does not decrease efficiently as the number of cores increases. Fig. 5 shows the number of working cores as the time of SVD of 8000 × 8000 matrix B 1 elapses (the time for pre-processing and postprocessing is excluded). It is to be noted that no splitting occurs during the computation for B 1 . Hence, not sufficiently many jobs (B) appear and some of the cores are idle. It seems that only several cores work at the same time, but remaining cores have nothing to process and are idle. 2  Table 4 and Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the result for B 2 . Fig. 7 shows the number of working cores during SVD of 8000 × 8000 matrix B 2 (the time for pre-processing and post-processing is excluded). Different from the case of B 1 , splittings occur successively. Hence, jobs (A) and (B) appear frequently and the cores are used a little more efficiently than the case of B 1 .
Results for B
Conclusion
It has been difficult to parallelize the mdLVs [6] . In this paper, a new scheme is designed to parallelize the I-SVD algorithm on a multi-core processor. We achieve the parallelism by assigning the jobs of computing singular values and singular vectors to each of the cores. 
